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- Evaluation of flow rates through flow holes for normal

and scram conditions of 40% power operation with AQUA code-
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Abstract

Thermal stratification phenomena are observed in an upper plenum of liquid metal fast

breeder reactors (LMFBRs) under reactor scram conditions, which give rise to thermal stress on

structural components. Therefore it is important to evaluate chracteristics of phenomena in the

design of the internal structure in an LMFBR plenum. To evaluate flow rates through flow holes of

the prototype fast breeder reactor, MONJU, numerical analyses were carried out with AQUA

code for normal and scram conditions with 40% power operation.

Through comparison of analysis results and measured temperature, thermal stratification

phenomena in 300 second period after the scram was evaluated. During the post-scram condition,

the fluid from core flows to the lower part of the upper plenum. The hot-cold transition area inside

the inner barrel could be seen around the level of upper flow holes at 120 seconds after the scram.

After the period, the transition area was risen to the upper part of the plenum with accumulation of

the cold fluid at the lower part of the plenum. The rising of the transition area was not affected

with the flow that impinged bottom surface of UIS because the fluid flew horizontally in 300 second

period.

Flow rate through the upper flow holes, the lower flow holes and annular gap between the

inner barrel and the reactor vessel were evaluated with the measured temperature and the analysis

results individually. With the evaluation of the measured temperature, The ratio to total flow rate

was about 7% that through the lower flow holes at 30 seconds after the scram. The ratio was about

30% that through the annular gap at 360 seconds after the scram. The analysis results showed that

the ratio was in 17% to 31% that through the upper and lower flow holes and the flow flew the

annular gap dominantly in the normal operation. In the post-scram condition, the ratio of flow rate

that through the flow holes was increased with the time. The ratios of flows for the upper flow

holes, the lower flow holes and the annular gap were almost equal at 300 seconds after the scram.
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